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That Aim to Improve Chronic Disease Management: A Delphi Approach
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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: Digital health technologies (DHTs) can optimise healthcare costs and improve quality and efficiency of care.
However, the fast-paced rate of innovation and varying evidence standards can make it difficult for decision-makers to assess
these technologies in an efficient and evidence-based manner. We sought to develop a comprehensive framework to assess
the value of novel patient-facing DHTs used to manage chronic diseases by eliciting stakeholder value preferences.

Methods: Literature review and primary data collection from a three-round web-Delphi exercise was utilized. 79 participants
from 5 stakeholder groups (patients, physicians, industry, decision makers, and influencers) and 3 countries (United States of
America, United Kingdom, and Germany) took part. Likert scale data were statistically analyzed to determine intergroup
differences in both country and stakeholder groups, stability of results, and overall consensus.

Results: The resulting co-created framework comprised 33 stable indicators with consensus from quantitative value
judgments across domains: health inequalities, data rights and governance, technical and security, economic
characteristics, clinical characteristics, and user preferences. Lack of stakeholder consensus was observed on the
importance of value-based care models, optimizing resources for sustainable systems, and stakeholder involvement in
DHT design, development, and implementation; however, this was because of high rates of neutrality and not negative
judgments. Supply-side actors and academic experts were the most unstable stakeholder groups.

Conclusion: Stakeholder value judgments revealed a need for a coordinated regulatory and health technology assessment
policy response that updates laws to meet technological innovations, offers a pragmatic approach to evidence standards to
assess DHTs, and involves stakeholders to understand and meet their needs.

Keywords: Delphi, digital health technology, health technology assessment, patient-facing technology solution, value
framework.
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Introduction

Health systems in the post–COVID-19 world have entered an
age of increased reliance on digital technology whereby patient
interactions with the health system are increasingly through
digital health technologies (DHTs), and their information is digi-
tally stored, processed, and transmitted.1 As populations continue
to age and chronic diseases continue to be the leading cause of
death, DHTs have emerged as a potential solution, particularly
regarding improved diagnostics, remote monitoring, and disease
self-management.2 DHTs have the capacity to alleviate strains
caused by rising chronic disease prevalence and the associated rise
in costs.3,4 In doing so, they can contribute to cost optimization,
equity, efficiency and quality of care improvements, population
health management, and improved clinical decision making.5

DHTs also have significant variation in functionality, risk profile,
and value proposition, ranging from patient-facing technologies
that monitor and influence individuals’ behavior to system-facing
15/Copyright ª 2023, International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Ou
he CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
technologies that directly affect health system-level operations,
data sharing, and analyses. Big data capabilities and artificial in-
telligence amplify several issues, including data bias, privacy, se-
curity, and governance.5 The digital health ecosystem
encompassed over 350 000 (regulated and unregulated) health-
related apps available in 2020. Many of these applications, along
with other digital solutions, are seeking health system integration
and coverage by healthcare budgets. Such significant market
growth raises questions about how to evaluate these technologies
and whether existing methodologies are sufficient.

DHTs struggle to meet the same evidence standards as drugs,
often because of rapid technical innovations and lack of adequate
comparators.6-8 Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) are consid-
ered the gold-standard for proving effectiveness; however, they
present several challenges to DHTs including long timelines,
measuring personalized care delivery, and developing adequate
placebos. Traditional health technology assessments (HTAs)
applied to pharmaceuticals and medical devices do not address
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this, which can result in misjudgment of a DHT’s benefits. A lack of
clear DHT-specific evidence assessment guidance makes it difficult
for innovators to understand evidentiary requirements and may
hinder the pace of digital innovation.9 These DHT-specific issues
highlight a need for evolution in HTA methodologies. To this end,
many HTA agencies have developed solutions including active
stakeholders engagement to assess DHTs.10

Health systems and HTA bodies use a number of value
frameworks to evaluate innovations and allocate resources effi-
ciently.11,12 Value frameworks reflect the differing preferences of
key stakeholders involved in their construction and aim to
communicate essential value dimensions transparently and
explicitly, ultimately supporting informed decision making.13,14

Germany is the first country in Europe with a DHT-specific pric-
ing and reimbursement pathway for prescribed patient-facing
DHTs, the DiGA directory.15 The UK’s National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence has created an evidence standards
framework for DHTs, to assist local decision makers in deciding
which technologies to reimburse in their Integrated Care Sys-
tems.16 Comparatively, DHTs are met with considerable skepticism
in many other countries, with no formal reimbursement path-
ways. In Italy, for example, there are no regulations for DHT
reimbursement beyond the 2017 EU medical device legislation,
and there are no DHTs marketed, used, or reimbursed to date.17

In this study, we develop a holistic value framework for
assessment of regulated patient-facing DHTs for chronic disease
management by eliciting value concerns and preferences of
different stakeholders. Regulated DHTs are those subjected to
oversight by governmental agencies and must meet certain safety
and effectiveness standards before gaining marketing authoriza-
tion. Technologies considered to be medical devices, which are
designed to diagnose or treat disease, and may pose a risk to
patients, are likely to be subject to regulation, whereas other
digital technologies, such as telehealth platforms used exclusively
for video consultations, are unlikely to be subject to regulation.
Patient-facing DHTs include solutions classified as “software as a
medical device (SaMD)18” and may be used for active self-
monitoring by patients as well as remote monitoring by health-
care professionals (HCPs), thus offering active data monitoring and
transmission.

Our study adds to the literature in 3 ways: first, we develop a
holistic framework for patient-facing DHTs, rather than a frame-
work tailored to the assessment needs of one type of organization
or a single DHT, that can be used by health systems to make value
judgments. Second, by using the Delphi approach, we elicit the
preferences of a large number of stakeholders across settings,
which allows for widespread representation. Third, we highlight
the urgent need for digital HTA pathways that promote appropriate
assessment methods, utilize opinions across stakeholder groups,
and encourage digital innovation within the health sector. The next
section outlines the methods, and this is followed by the results. A
discussion of the key issues takes place before concluding.
Methods

Our study utilizes a literature review and primary data
collection through a web-based Delphi exercise with statistical
and thematic analysis to identify stakeholder value preferences in
patient-facing DHTs. The web-Delphi study received ethics
approval from the London School of Economics (reference: 4363).
All participants completed an informed consent form confirming
voluntary participation, agreeing to anonymous data usage and
acknowledging private sponsorship.
Decision Context

The study countries are the United Kingdom, Germany, and the
United States of America, all selected because of significant de-
velopments in regulatory frameworks and DHT assessment
methods. These 3 countries also represent different archetypes of
health system financing: taxation, social insurance, and a system
with many private payers and a significant public sector,
respectively.

The scope for primary and secondary research includes regu-
lated patient-facing DHTs used in chronic disease management
(see Appendix Table 1 in Supplemental Materials found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008). These consisted of healthcare
apps and wearables considered to be a medical device, including
implanted devices, that is, patient-facing technologies of signifi-
cant risk level to be regulated as a medical device.

Secondary Research

A scoping review was conducted to gather evidence on existing
value frameworks and thus assist with the identification of the
value criteria for the starting framework. Gray and peer-reviewed
literature was included if it was based on the United Kingdom, the
United States of America, or Germany; additional literature was
included if it had a global or pan-European scope, and thus
covered the study countries. (see Appendix section 2.2, Appendix
Figure 1, and Appendix Table 2 in Supplemental Materials found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008)

Key value domains of DHTs identified in the literature included
economic, clinical and technical characteristics, user preferences,
technology safety, and regulatory compliance19–23 (see Appendix
Table 3 in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.jval.2023.06.008). An initial framework was proposed based on
these value domains and indicators found in the literature,
comprising34 indicators across6domains: (a)health inequalities (3),
(b) data rights and governance (7), (c) technical and security (11), (d)
economic characteristics (6), (e) clinical characteristics (9), and (f)
user preferences (9) (see Appendix Tables 4 and 5 in Supplemental
Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008).

The starting framework consisted of indicators and their de-
scriptions, to ensure all participants had a base-level under-
standing of the concepts. An “indicator” refers to a component
considered during technology assessment, whereas a “value
domain” is a category within which indicators lie. The value do-
mains, indicators, and their descriptions were discussed and
altered according to feedback from experts in the HTA field, in-
dustry representatives, and academia.

Primary Research

The Delphi approach
A web-Delphi approach elicited preferences and value concerns

of stakeholders. Delphi studies have been widely used to measure
consensus since the emergence of the technique in the 1960s24–28

and have been used in value framework creation in the health
sector.29 We used the online platform Welphi30 to communicate
with participants, conduct the Delphi exercise, share preliminary
results in Round (R)3, and extract data after each round. Welphi30

facilitates an online Delphi panel in which round results are
collected asynchronously, allowing participants to complete the
exercise at their own pace. All opinions are shared anonymously,
with feedback incorporated iteratively through 3 rounds.

A total of 3 rounds of Delphi were conducted: in R1, partici-
pants commented on the indicators proposed in the starting
framework and were able to propose their own; in R2, participants

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008
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rated each indicator on an “importance” Likert scale (from “not at
all important” to “very important”); and in R3, participants were
shown the distribution of responses across all participants for
each indicator, as well as their own response, and had the op-
portunity to change their response.

Recruitment and eligibility
The stakeholder groups consisted of patients, HCPs, supply-side

actors, decision makers, and policy influencers, (see Appendix
Table 6 in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1
016/j.jval.2023.06.008). Participants must work or have worked in
1 of the 3 study countries, aside from “Influencers,” whose impact
tends to be more far-reaching. The team had a target sample size of
12 to 15 individuals per group, with an overall 3-round completion
goal of 60 participants.

Assumptions around individuals’willingness to participate were
made at the beginning of the project that did not hold throughout
the recruitment period. Supply-side actors and influencers had a
high willingness to participate, whereas other stakeholder groups
were less willing or were prevented from participating based on
legal restrictions. Professional recruiters were hired to fill recruit-
ment gaps and ensure equal representation across stakeholder
groups including: 5 patients, 1 doctor, and 4 decision makers from
Germany, as well as 6 decision makers and 6 patients from the
United States. In the trade-off between potential bias considerations
around professional recruiters versus limited representation from
Table 1. Summary of definitions and methods used in this study.

Definition(s) Method

Agreement The overall agreement on importance of
an indicator across all participants

Percenta

Central t
dispersio
interqua

The likelihood at which participants
independently rate a given statement the
same in each round accounting for
agreement occurring simply by chance
/Whether participants agree with each other
on the ranking they gave for each indicator
in each round

Inter-rat
Gwet’s k
linear w

Whether the medians of $2 groups are
statistically different and which exact
groups are different / Whether stakeholder
or country groups have statistically
significant median rankings per indicator

Kruskall-
ties with
Dunn’s t
compari
adjustm

Stability The stability of group responses per
indicator between rounds/ The likelihood
participants changed their opinions as a
group from R2 to R3

Non-par
matched
test21,29

Consensus Consensus was considered achieved when an indicator
# 1 in R3 and showcased stability (nonstatistically sign

Source: The Authors based their chosen methodology on a search of the literature on
Note. Because “consensus” is subjective, it was used only for the purposes of the disc
R2 indicates round 2; R3, indicates round 3.
German and American patients and decision makers, researchers
prioritized stakeholder representation. There is ongoing debate in
the research community regarding paying for recruitment, which is
further acknowledged in the limitations section, as well as
Appendix section 2.2 in Supplemental Materials found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008.
Data Analysis

The primary study outcome is stable consensus (or dissensus)
to establish a set of indicators deemed important for assessing the
value of patient-facing DHTs. The secondary outcome is value
concerns of stakeholder groups.

Thematic and statistical analysis
Thematic analysis was conducted using NVivo31 to identify key

concepts and themes proposed by participants in R1 and include
them in the R2 and R3 framework. Anonymized, participant-
specific Likert scale quantitative data from R2 and R3 were
analyzed using StataSE 16.1 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX).32

Several statistical tests were completed to determine
stakeholder and country group differences in both R2 and R3
(Table 117-21,27-31). Inter-rater agreement within each stakeholder
group was tested through the Kappa statistic and Gwet’s agree-
ment coefficient, establishing whether individuals within each
stakeholder and country group had a substantial likelihood of
Interpretation

ge agreement Agreement is classed as participants
rating an indicator as “important” or
“very important”

endency and level of
n using median and the
rtile range (IQR)21,29,30

Positive impact: median of
“important” or “very important”
No positive impact: median of “little
importance” or “not at all important”
Agreement: IQR # 1 (ie, .50% of all
opinions fall within 1 point on the
scale)
Lack of agreement: IQR . 1

er agreement (IRA) using
appa coefficient applying
eights31

Poor agreement: Gwet’s kappa , 0.00
Slight agreement: 0.00 . Gwet’s
kappa # 0.20
Fair agreement: 0.20 . Gwet’s kappa
# 0.40
Moderate agreement: 0.40 . Gwet’s
kappa # 0.60
Substantial agreement: 0.60 . Gwet’s
kappa # 0.80
Almost perfect agreement: 0.80 .
Gwet’s kappa # 1

Wallis H-test adjusted for
4 degrees of freedom

Significant difference P #.05

est using pairwise multiple
sons with the Bonferroni
ent

Significant difference P # 0.05

ametric Wilcoxon
-pairs signed-rank

Unstable response: P # 0.05
statistically significant change

was approved by qualified majority, meaning the indicator had an IQR
ificant change) between R2 and R3.

Delphi panel methodologies.17–21,27,28

ussion section.
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making the same judgment independently. A benchmark scale
was used to assess levels of agreement from Gwet’s agreement
coefficient with linear weights,33 allowing the comparison of
groups with internal agreement.

Stability of group responses for each indicator between R2 and
R3 was examined through the Wilcoxon test, indicating whether
respondents were actively changing their minds and considering
new viewpoints. An indicator is unstable if $1 subgroup is un-
stable according to the Wilcoxon test. Stability was considered a
prerequisite to consensus measurement, as unstable indicators
warrant further exploration in additional Delphi rounds.28,34,35

Consensus of each indicator was determined by the inter-
quartile range (IQR) and median responses across all respondents.
Consensus is attained if an indicator is stable and IQR is #1.28,36

Kruskall-Wallis’ H-test was used in subgroup analysis to deter-
mine whether there were significant disagreements between
groups for each indicator, and Dunn’s test was used to establish
which groups were disagreeing. It is possible for an indicator to
have consensus based on IQR even if a significant disagreement
was found between 2 groups.

Three inclusion criteria were utilized in the creation of the final
value framework: first, a simple majority (.50%) of all participants
rating the indicator as “important” or “very important,” second,
stability across groups, and, third, an IQR #1, indicating overall
consensus among all participants. The final value framework was
split into levels of “importance” and included indicators rated as
“important” or “very important” according to majority ratings in R3.
Results

The collaborative framework began with 34 indicators based
on a literature review, was adapted to 45 indicators based on
participant contributions, and resulted in a final framework
comprising 33 stable indicators with consensus split between
“very important” and “important” value judgments.

Web-Delphi Panel Results

212 people were contacted to participate, of whom 129
accepted, including 25 patients, 32 HCPs, 29 supply-side actors, 19
decision makers, and 24 influencers. R1 had 101 participants, R2
had 91 participants, and R3 had 79 participants indicating a 61%
overall retention rate (Appendix Table 7 in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008). Most partici-
pants were male, white, and between the ages of 30 to 60
(Appendix Table 8 in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008). The final value framework of 33
indicators ranked and split by importance scores across all partic-
ipants (Table 2) excludes unstable indicators and those without
consensus according to the IQR of all responses. Seventeen in-
dicators are classified as “very important” and 16 as “important.”

Indicator alteration from R1 thematic analysis
Of the 34 starting indicators, 15 remained the same, 13 were

altered, and 6 were removed based on R1 qualitative feedback
(Appendix Table 6 in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008). Seventeen additional indicators
were added from participant suggested themes, resulting in 45
indicators used in R2 and R3.

Consensus measurement
Agreement within groups. Inter-rater agreement was

calculated for each stakeholder and country group. For stakeholders,
everyone but influencers (moderate agreement with Ky = 0.57)
showedsubstantial agreement inR2 (0.61,Ky#0.71), andall groups
showed substantial agreement in R3 (0.66, Ky# 0.74) (Table 326,33).
For country groups, the United Kingdom and the United States
maintained significant agreement between the 2 rounds and Ger-
many’s participants moved from moderate (Ky = 0.56) to substantial
agreement (Ky = 0.62) between R2 and R3 (Table 326,33), suggesting
that individualswithin thesamegrouphave similarvalue sentiments.

Stability between rounds. Instability illustrates partici-
pants were changing their minds about the value of certain in-
dicators between R2 and R3. A total of 9 indicators demonstrated
modest, but statistically significant, instability between R2 and R3
in which value judgments shifted positively toward either “impor-
tant” or “very important.” All unstable indicators demonstrated
high overall importance scores and did not threaten our results.

� Stability among stakeholder groups. Seven (out of 45) indicators
were shown to lack stability in either the supply-side or influ-
encer groups (Table 4). Three were within the user preferences
domain with Z-values ranging from 21.98 to 22.00. The data
rights indicator “Sharing of identifiable data.”was unstable for
both influencers (Z =22.23) and supply-side groups (Z =21.99).

� Stability among country groups. Overall, most indicators were
stable among country groups with only 4 (out of 45) presenting
instability (Table 4). German and British participants were each
unstable for 2 indicators and Americans for 1 (Table 4). See
Appendix section 3.1 in Supplemental Materials found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008 for more information.

Agreement across all respondents. IQR was used to
measure consensus across all respondents. A total of 33 stable
indicators had consensus based on IQR, 17 were rated “very
important” and 16 rated “important” (Table 2). Three indicators
had statistically significant dissensus across all respondents based
on an IQR, of which 2 within the economic characteristics domain
and 1 in the user preferences domain (Table 6). Importantly,
dissensus was because of high ratings of neutrality and no in-
stances of dissensus were recorded in which negative ratings
exceeded 7% of overall participants. There was no dissensus be-
tween positive (“important” or “very important”) and negative
judgments (“not at all important” or “low importance”); therefore,
overall disagreement does not result from notable controversy
among participants.

The economic characteristics indicator “Pre-marketing
approval, innovation incentives exist for supply-side actors .”

had the lowest rated importance of the final indicators, with 61%
overall positive ratings. These findings illustrate that the broad
stakeholder network may not perceive innovation incentives as
critical as other indicators. Conversely, the technical and security
indicator “Complies with local data protection regulations” had
the highest rated importance with 100% positive ratings, 81% of
which were “very important.”

It is important to note that the Likert scale judgments by
stakeholders represent independent value scores of each indica-
tor. Although it is possible to denote objective comparisons be-
tween indicators’ overall scores, the Delphi exercise does not ask
participants to directly compare each indicator’s level of impor-
tance. Therefore, further exercises utilizing direct value compari-
sons would be required to understand each indicator’s relative
weights. Table 5 displays stability and consensus for all indicators.

Subgroup Analysis

The Kruskall-Wallis H-test and Dunn’s test were used to
compare stakeholder and country group medians to locate

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008


Table 2. Final value framework showcasing indicators ranked according to rating of majority of participants.

Value domain Ranked stable indicators with “Very Important” rated by
majority

% of participants rating
“Very important”

Technical and Security Complies with local data protection regulations 81

Data rights and governance Adheres to strong information governance standards, including
processes for data protection violations

80

Data rights and governance The storage and processing of data corresponds to the regional legal
requirements for data privacy

78

Technical and security Data has a high degree of integrity and credible provenance 77

Clinical characteristics Evidence of clinical benefit based on patient-centered endpoints 71

Data rights and governance Policies on data privacy, sharing, collection, and commercialization
are clearly communicated to all users

70

Clinical characteristics Improves patient adherence to treatment 68

Economic characteristics Affordability to the patient 67

Economic characteristics Affordability to the system 66

Clinical characteristics Clinical risk management in place 65

Clinical characteristics Improves personal health engagement and patient activation,
including improved decision-making abilities

57

Technical and security Security specifications are simply and transparently communicated to
all users, including detailed information about updates

56

Clinical characteristics Integrates with and improves clinical processes 56

Technical and security Data interoperability 51

Health Inequalities Does not exacerbate existing health inequalities 46

User preferences Technical and user support 44

Data rights and governance Data are user owned 43

Value domain Ranked stable indicators with “Important” rated by majority % of participants rating
‘Important’

Technical and Security Systems are in place for continued product development and security
updating after product release

53

User preferences Where relevant, offers customizable integration with other solutions
to facilitate management of multiple co-occurring conditions

52

User preferences Provides an attractive/engaging experience for the end-user 52

Health inequalities Supports digital literacy 51

User preferences User is able to choose communication method as a result of personal
preferences

51

Technical and security Uses multifactor authentication 49

Clinical characteristics Improves communication and information sharing 48

Clinical characteristics Supports and sustains lifestyle changes 48

Technical and Security Where applicable, convenient and sustainable device consumables 48

Data rights and governance Systems are in place for health data (RWD) and its analytics (RWI) to
contribute to real-world evidence (RWE) generation while adhering to
privacy standards. (Including postmarketing approval)

47

Technical and Security Where applicable, ability for patient users to input data 47

Technical and security Capable of working and storing data offline and then syncing when
internet restored, where clinically appropriate.

46

Health Inequalities Helps reduce socioeconomic health inequalities 46

Clinical characteristics Where appropriate, utilizes real-world data for proof of benefit 41

User preferences Connection to peer support where appropriate 39

Economic characteristics Pre-marketing approval, innovation incentives exist for supply-side
actors, such as opportunities for managed entry and risk-sharing
agreements

38

Source: The authors from analysis of Delphi data.
Note. Table only includes indicators ranked “Very important” and “Important,” which were stable with consensus across all participants, according to the Wilcoxon test
and IQR calculations. No indicators had a majority rating of “neutral,” “little importance,” “not at all important.” Indicators were considered to have consensus if their IQR
, 2.
IQR indicates interquartile range; RWD, real-world data; RWI, real-world insights.
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Table 3. Inter-rater agreement within stakeholder and country groups across all indicators.

Round 2 Round 3

Ky 95% CI Benchmark Interval Ky 95% CI Benchmark Interval

Stakeholder group

Patient users 0.71* 0.67 0.76 Substantial agreement 0.74* 0.70 0.79 Substantial agreement

Health care professionals 0.61* 0.57 0.66 Substantial agreement 0.67* 0.63 0.72 Substantial agreement

Supply-side 0.61* 0.55 0.67 Substantial agreement 0.69* 0.63 0.74 Substantial agreement

Decision makers 0.66* 0.62 0.70 Substantial agreement 0.70* 0.65 0.74 Substantial agreement

Influencers 0.57* 0.52 0.63 Moderate agreement 0.66* 0.60 0.71 Substantial agreement

Country group

Germany 0.56* 0.50 0.62 Moderate agreement 0.62* 0.56 0.68 Substantial agreement

United Kingdom 0.67* 0.61 0.72 Substantial agreement 0.72* 0.67 0.77 Substantial agreement

United States 0.67* 0.63 0.71 Substantial agreement 0.71* 0.68 0.74 Substantial agreement

Source: The authors from analysis of Delphi data.
Note. Inter-rater agreement measured by the Gwet’s agreement coefficient with linear weights. Benchmark scale of the level of agreement as suggested by Landis and
Koch33: Coef., 0.00 Poor agreement; 0.00 , Coef. # 0.20 Slight agreement; 0.20 , Coef.# 0.40 Fair agreement; 0.40 , Coef. # 0.60 Moderate agreement; 0.60 , Coef.
# 0.80 Substantial agreement; 0.80 , Coef. # 1 Almost perfect agreement.26

Coef. indicates coefficient.
*P , .01.
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statistically significant disagreements between groups. No sig-
nificant disagreements between stakeholder groups were found
for any indicators. Significant disagreements were found be-
tween country groups for 2 indicators: “Helps reduce socio-
economic health inequalities” and “Integrates with and
improves clinical processes.” Germans were found to disagree
Table 4. Significantly unstable indicators between R2 and R3, by sta

Value domain Indicator

Data rights and governance Sharing of identifiable data to outsid
commercial entities is not permissib

Technical and security Sustainable data architecture

Clinical characteristics Where applicable, improves quality
patients and carers

Economic characteristics Long-term cost effectiveness to the

User preferences Relevance of the solution to the targ
group
Ease of adoption and use with minim
Technology is offered in multiple lan

Value domain Indicator

Data rights and governance Upon discontinuation of use, metho
registering and deleting data are cl
communicated to the user and are
to achieve

Technical and security Processes in place to prevent unau
access to patient and outcomes dat

Economic characteristics Long-term cost effectiveness to the

User preferences Ease of adoption and use with min

Source: The authors from Delphi data analysis.
Note. Value aspects are only displayed if there is a significant difference in the median v
sizes are between 13 and 18 participants. Country group sample sizes are between 1
R2 indicates round 2; R3, indicates round 3.
with both the British and Americans regarding “. socioeco-
nomic health inequalities,” with only 67% of German partici-
pants offering positive judgments (Table 6). Germans also
disagreed with the British for “. improves clinical processes,”
with Germans and British offering 81% and 100% positive
judgments, respectively.
keholder and country group.

Wilcoxon test
Z value (.P value)

Stakeholder group

e
le

22.230 (.0258)
21.997 (.0458)

Influencer
Supply-side actor

21.997 (.0458) Supply-side actor

of life for 22.000 (.0455) Influencer

system 22.000 (.0455) Influencer

eted user 21.977 (.0458) Supply-side actor

al training 22.000 (.0455) Supply-side actor
guages 22.000 (.0455) Influencer

Wilcoxon test
Z value (.P value)

Country group

ds of de-
early
not difficult

22.000 (.0455)
22.233 (.0255)

United States
United Kingdom

thorized
a

21.988 (.0458) United Kingdom

system 22.000 (.0455) Germany

imal training 21.988 (.0457) Germany

alues for a stakeholder group between round 2 and 3. Stakeholder group sample
9 and 22 participants.



Table 5. R2 and R3 overall statistical results for all proposed indicators.

Value domain Indicator R3 overall
rated

importance, %

Stability Whole group
consensus

(based on IQR)*Across all
Stakeholder
groups

Across all
Country
groups

Health
Inequalities

Supports digital literacy 84 O O O

Does not exacerbate existing health
inequalities

81 O O O

Helps reduce socioeconomic health
inequalities

82 O O O

Data rights and
governance

Adheres to strong information governance
standards, including processes for data
protection violations

100 O O O

The storage and processing of data
corresponds to the regional legal
requirements for data privacy

94 O O O

Data are user owned 86 O O O

Policies on data privacy, sharing, collection,
and commercialization are clearly
communicated to all users

99 O O O

Upon discontinuation of use, methods of de-
registering and deleting data are clearly
communicated to the user and are not
difficult to achieve.

95 O X -

Systems are in place for health data (RWD)
and its analytics (RWI) to contribute to real-
world evidence (RWE) generation while
adhering to privacy standards. (Including
postmarketing approval)

89 O O O

Sharing of identifiable data to outside
commercial entities is not permissible

87 X O -

Technical and
security

Complies with local data protection
regulations

100 O O O

Uses multifactor authentication 72 O O O

Systems are in place for continued product
development and security updating after
product release

96 O O O

Security specifications are simply and
transparently communicated to all users,
including detailed information about
updates.

89 O O O

Data has a high degree of integrity and
credible provenance.

97 O O O

Processes in place to prevent unauthorized
access to patient and outcomes data

100 O X -

Data Interoperability 94 O O O

Where applicable, ability for patient users to
input data

86 O O O

Capable of working and storing data offline
and then syncing when internet restored,
where clinically appropriate.

89 O O O

Where applicable, convenient and
sustainable device consumables.

71 O O O

Sustainable data architecture 85 X O -

Clinical
characteristics

Evidence of clinical benefit based on patient-
centered endpoints.

96 O O O

continued on next page
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Table 5. Continued

Value domain Indicator R3 overall
rated

importance, %

Stability Whole group
consensus

(based on IQR)*Across all
Stakeholder
groups

Across all
Country
groups

Clinical risk management in place 95 O O O

Integrates with and improves clinical
processes

94 O O O

Improves patient adherence to treatment 92 O O O

Improves personal health engagement and
patient activation, including improved
decision-making abilities

97 O O O

Supports and sustains lifestyle changes 90 O O O

Where applicable, improves quality of life for
patients and carers.

91 X O -

Improves communication and information
sharing

91 O O O

Where appropriate, utilizes real-world data
for proof of benefit.

81 O O O

Economic
characteristics

Adheres to value-based care methodology 75 O O X

Pre-marketing approval, innovation
incentives exist for supply-side actors, such
as opportunities for managed entry and risk-
sharing agreements

61 O O O

Sustainable system improvements through
resource optimization

73 O O X

Affordability to the patient 92 O O O

Affordability to the system 92 O O O

Long-term cost effectiveness to the system 97 X O -

User
preferences

Relevance of the solution to the targeted user
group

100 X O -

Technical and user support 92 O O O

Ease of adoption and use with minimal
training

96 X X -

Multi stakeholder design, development, and
implementation

73 O O X

Connection to peer support where
appropriate.

61 O O O

Provides an attractive/engaging experience
for the end-user

82 O O O

Where relevant, offers customizable
integration with other solutions to facilitate
management of multiple co-occurring
conditions.

85 O O O

User is able to choose communication
method as a result of personal preferences

78 O O O

Technology is offered in multiple languages 86 X O -

Note. Overall rated importance is the percentage of all respondents who rated the indicator as either ‘important’ or ‘very important’ in R3. ‘X’ indicates that$1 group had
significant instability (column 4) or dissensus (column 5) for that indicator. ‘O’ indicates that all groups were stable (column 4) or had consensus (column 5) for that
indicator.
IQR indicates interquartile range; RWD, real-world data; RWI, real-world insights.
*‘-’ indicates that consensus is unable to be determined for unstable indicators.
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Table 6. Indicators with no consensus across all respondents based on IQR.

Indicators with no consensus across all respondents based on IQR

Value domain Indicator Median IQR (SD)

Economic characteristics Adheres to value-based care
methodology

Important 2 (60.816099)

Sustainable system improvements
through resource optimization

Important 2 (60.9305657)

User preferences Multistakeholder design,
development, and implementation

Important 2 (60.8396225)

Significantly different country group indicator responses

Value domain Indicator Kruskal-Wallis H-test* Dunn’s test for pairwise
comparisons† and % rated “very
important”

Clinical characteristics Integrates with and improves
clinical processes

7.871‡ Germany (38%) - UK (73%)§

User preferences Ease of adoption and use with
minimal training

6.631‡ UK (91%) - US (53%)‡

Source: The authors from analysis of Delphi data.
Note. The Likert scale assumes that the strength of importance is linear, ie, the strength increases in equal intervals of a numerical value of 1. Participants rated
indicators on a Likert scale of importance (1 = not at all important and 5 = very important). For overall consensus, indicators were only included if their IQR . 1,
that is, there was dissensus among the group regarding that indicator. For group differences, only stable significantly different group differences were showed.
Sample sizes range from 19 to 27. Percentages display the percentage of the percentage of each significantly different country group which rated the indicator as
“very important.”
IQR indicates interquartile range; UK, United Kingdom; US, United States.
*Chi-square adjusted for ties with 2 degrees of freedom.
†Dunn’s test (pairwise multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni adjustment)
‡P , .05.
§P , .01.
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Discussion

HTA value indicators continue to evolve from focusing on
medical technologies’ safety, efficacy, and costs to including a
broader set of criteria that include societal aspects, patient per-
spectives, and equity in access,37,38 focusing on promoting value-
based care.39,40 In this study, and as part of a multistakeholder
co-creation process, Delphi participants suggested indicators that
assess aspects of value for DHTs that go beyond traditional HTA
indicators and those included in the study countries’ frameworks.
Naturally, the biggest differences in HTA for DHTs compared with
standard HTA approaches are inherent to digital technology and
data collection. The data rights and governance, technical and
security, and user preferences domains encompass indicators very
specific to digital health.

During R1, numerous responses were received in the user
preferences and data rights and governance domains, which were
very strongly worded and primarily from patients, illustrating
how much patients value owning and inputting their health in-
formation. The data rights and governance indicator “Data are
user owned” was created because of these R1 responses and had
consensus, but this is not reflected in any study country’s regu-
lations or value assessment frameworks. Indeed, there is no
consensus around who owns certain medical data41 or whether it
can be owned at all.42 In the United States, the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)43,44 classifies data
rights by the entity who collects and uses the data, instead of the
ability of those data to reveal sensitive information about the data
subject. Conversely, the General Data Protection Regulation, which
relates to Germany and the United Kingdom, covers all personally
identifiable data regardless of who collects, stores, or owns them
because data governance rules are classified by “rights of the data
subject.43” Data protection regulations tend to focus on a patient’s
right to access their health information, rather than the right to
own and custody the data themselves. It is well established in the
study countries that patients have a right to access their health
data, but ownership is a different matter. This highlights yet
another reason why HTA for DHTs needs to be approached
differently to standard HTA: the inability to meet traditional evi-
dence standards increases the need to use real-world evidence
(RWE) to prove value; therefore, whose intellectual property are
the collected data, and, further, who can benefit from using those
data, regardless of their identifiability?

The differences identified between stakeholders’ value pref-
erences and the laws that govern them reflect a need for a
comprehensive policy approach involving a mix of regulation
and value assessment incentives. Although some indicators can
be part of HTA appraisals, others may require institutional
intervention with data ownership being a clear example. Many
question whether digital health-specific frameworks are neces-
sary, or whether existing pharmaceutical frameworks, particu-
larly those which include social value elements,45 can be adopted
with minor adaptations. Nevertheless, the inherent differences
of DHTs versus pharmaceuticals means that additional indicators
cannot simply be added to existing pharmaceutical frameworks;
each value domain and its indicators would need adaptation to
suit the digital context. Among other issues, widespread data
collection, the use of remote monitoring, and RWE to meet evi-
dence standards illustrate that DHTs not only bring forward new
domains of value to be assessed but also point out gaps in reg-
ulatory needs. By understanding what different stakeholders
value, healthcare decision makers can introduce policies
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promoting the creation of solutions that can meet the needs of
multiple stakeholders. To do this, facilitation of multistakeholder
discussions is essential.

Multi-stakeholder involvement in policy creation is one proven
way to address varying opinions on value.46 In our study, the user-
preferences indicator “Multi-stakeholder design, development,
and implementation” did not have consensus based on IQR
because of high neutrality ratings. This reflects a notable juxta-
position: despite participating in a study based on multi-
stakeholder co-creation, not all respondents believe that adoption
of such an approach is an important criterion with which to assess
DHTs. In a patient-facing DHT context, this is surprising because
one might think multistakeholder input in creating digital solu-
tions would be particularly valuable. In the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Evidence Standards Frame-
work, having relevant clinical/social care professionals involved in
the design, development and testing is a minimum evidence
standard.7

Two indicators in the economic characteristics domain also
had dissensus: “. value-based care methodology” and “Sustain-
able system improvements.” This is surprising considering DHTs
are well suited to support a shift to value-based care and offer
resource optimization benefits.47 One might argue dissensus
highlights resistance to change because people tend to be wary of
changes they may not entirely understand. In the subgroup
analysis, significant differences were found between country
groups but not stakeholder groups. It is not surprising that
disagreement seem to stem from country-specific issues and dif-
ferences in system archetypes. The disagreements demonstrate a
lack of shared vision about how DHTs should be assessed and,
potentially, a lack of understanding about potential health system
benefits. Policy changes around incorporation of value-based care
methodologies and increased patient involvement are wide-
spread39,40,48,49 and will require a shift in stakeholder mindset to
build rewarding market pathways for such initiatives.

Digital HTA policies and regulations, although formed based on
today’s technologies, will shape the path of innovation for future
DHTs. Within HTA policies, aligned incentives are needed to
improve digital health infrastructure and enable market entry of
innovative DHTs, which will allow for technical solutions that can
meet the needs of key stakeholder groups. Policies are needed that
enable the creation of technical innovations that can, for example,
allow patients to input information credibly, solve issues around
data custody, ownership, and privacy, and facilitate RWE creation
for HTAs and population health management initiatives. Keeping
in mind that DHTs require a different approach to assessment than
other medical technologies, it is important to align stakeholder
opinions on value characteristics to create regulations and
assessment methods that will pave the way for continued digital
innovation that promotes value-based healthcare for all.

Limitations

Our study is not without limitations. First, some indicators
demonstrated dissensus and instability: dissensus was because of
high neutrality ratings, and conclusions should not be made when
there is participant instability, necessitating additional Delphi
rounds.28,34,35 Second, in R1 of the Delphi exercise, participants
could only alter indicators not value domains, which may limit
creativity of participants and introduce bias. Nevertheless, the
starting framework was the result of an extensive literature re-
view coupled with expert input from stakeholders. Third, results
from this exercise pertain to 3 specific health systems and are not
generalizable; nonetheless, they provide a useful starting point for
similar exercises in a wider range ot settings. Fourth, STATA does
not support powered analysis for non-parametric tests; therefore,
effect sizes were not able to be calculated. Finally, during
recruitment, some, not all, participants were paid by professional
recruiters to participate. This was done to ensure an equal number
and therefore a comparable sample of participants from our 3
study countries and 5 stakeholder groups. There is an ongoing
debate in the research community about the type of bias intro-
duced by paying or not paying participants, please see Appendix
section 2.2 in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/1
0.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008 for further information.
Conclusions

By conducting a scoping review and a web-based Delphi ex-
ercise, we have identified several indicators for the assessment of
regulated patient-facing DHTs that incorporate the value concerns
of stakeholders. DHTs continue to highlight the need for unique
assessment methods, such as multistakeholder collaborative value
frameworks and multicriteria approaches, because their differing
abilities to produce evidence require a different and innovative
approach.39,40 A move toward comprehensive assessment frame-
works for these technologies has led to the introduction of new
value domains and indicators, which help to address these chal-
lenges, some of which may require regulatory intervention. This
technology-agnostic and collaborative value framework,
comprising 33 indicators, aims to assist not only decision makers
in effectively assessing DHTs but also innovators creating tech-
nologies that deliver benefit to patients and, more generally, to
health systems and society.
Supplemental Material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the
online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.06.008.
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